JAVIER ARCE

KILL LIES ALL

Max Estrella Gallery is pleased to present the last solo exhibition of Javier Arce at the
gallery titled Kill Lies All. The show title comes from the phrase spray-painted on
Guernica by Tony Shafrazi when it was located in the MoMA in New York in 1974.
Through stories, digressions, extensions and parallels, Arce examines various themes:
the uses and abuses of power, the war, the Basque culture, the suggestive power of
the absence, image and reality, image and its different historical interpretations and
the processes of trivialization of emblematic images. This show includes a wall-sized
mural, engravings, and sculptures based on various images concerning Guernica.
Though we are constantly aware of Guernica's presence, it is never revealed or
visibly reproduced in any of the works in the exhibition.
The mural, ephemeral work carried out directly with charcoal on the gallery wall, is
based on the image published in the Spanish press in 1981 showing the moment in
which Guernica arrives back in Madrid from New York. Arce makes the drawing in the
gallery in positive, in the same way he made the negative at the Newman&Popiasvhili
Gallery in New York. Creating a dual-axis of meaning echoing with this gesture the
very journey that the work itself did.
This game of positive and negative is again repeated in two drawings on Toni
Shafrazi:Under arrest (2012) y Guernica´s cake (2012). Arce presents him across his
life, as a young radical and then as a contented and softened art dealer. One is drawn
in positive and the other in negative. The negative is the age of maturity and the
birthday-party, the ethos of success as a recognized art world dealer, and his last
defiant cry of “I’m not sorry!”; and the positive the act of defamation.

Alongside the mural Arce shows a series of engravings made in the drypoint
technique, displayed in a Military sculpture-box. The series is titled Track Record

Guernica (2012). It behaves as an autonomous object in which the images are
modified not through addition but through subtraction, through a selective emptying
of parts of its content, and it is the group as a whole that problematize the activity of
reference. There is a constant play between black and white, between obscurity and
clarity. He engages in a mimetic play with the style of image produced by print and
photographic processes.
During the opening reception the artist will print some leaflets, using a manual
Minerva-Adana printer, with two different accounts of destruction of the city of
Guernica. One is by George Steer and the second one by James Holburn. Both were
reporters for The London Times and were covering the events of April 1937, although
their articles tell very different stories.
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